#444 Many Shall Be Made White – White Russia on December 10, 1991
In many Unsealings, we have referred to the December 8-10, 1991, end of the Soviet Union,
placing emphasis on the event that occurred on December 8 (the presidents of Russia, Ukraine,
and Belarus signing accords that declared the Soviet Union dissolved) and December 9 (Time
magazine’s “One Nation, Under God” cover and story). We have mentioned (in Unsealing #411)
but not emphasized what occurred on December 10, 1991.
Key Understanding: December 10, 1991. The event that occurred on December 10, 1991,
that was a part of the process of the termination of the Soviet Union was that of the
parliaments of the Ukraine and Belarus approving and entering into force the December 8,
1991, Agreement on the Establishment of the Commonwealth of Independent States.
Here is #444–Doc 1, which is the December 8, 1991, Agreement on the Establishment of the
Commonwealth of Independent States (and the termination of the Soviet Union). The key to
this discussion is at the bottom of the document, where you will notice that on December
10, 1991, Belarus ratified the agreement. [Note: On the original source, an error is made. The
date given for Ukraine’s ratification is December 10, 1999, but the true date was December 10,
1991, the same day as the ratification by Belarus. We have taken the liberty to make the
correction on our #444–Doc 1.]
Click here for #444–Doc 1

Click here for the Original Source of #444–Doc 1

Belarus is White Russia. Many sources say that Belarus, also called Byelorussia, actually
means White Russia. No less than five
different theories are given for the
reason for the color white. However,
other sources claim that it is not
exactly correct to translate Belarus as
White Russia. Nonetheless,
historically, Belarus has been known
in English as White Russia. The
practice of referring to Belarus as
White Russia continues today in other
languages as well. While there is
uncertainty surrounding the natural
reason for Belarus being called White
Russia, the spiritual reason for Belarus
being known as White Russia is
substantially connected to the
fulfillment of Daniel 12:10, and what
would occur in White Russia on
December 10, 1991. In the next
Unsealing, we will begin to
understand.
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Daniel 12:10 (KJV) MANY SHALL BE PURIFIED, and MADE WHITE, and TRIED; but
the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall
understand.
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